
DL Asset Track™

DL Asset Track™ is a supply chain management platform that uses blockchain technology to 
optimize the flow and tracking of goods by recording all transactions and digital interactions in a 
transparent, robust and auditable manner, creating a single immutable source of truth.
 
DL Asset Track™ enables an end-to-end view of all activities related to an asset throughout the 
supply chain, while granting access to all relevant stakeholders on a distributed network, 
facilitating faster decision-making and dramatically increasing efficiency.

Unlocking the Power of Blockchain
For Supply Chain 

Supply Chain Management Platform

Features & Capabilities

Asset Management
Flexibility to accommodate 
splitting & merging of assets

Internet of Things (IoT)
Seamless integration with the 
Internet of Things

Analytics
Reporting & analytics provide 
data driven insights

Plug & Play 
Compatible with existing 
EDI systems  

Live Comments
Add live comments 
along the supply chain 

Easy Access
Easy to access through desktop 
or mobile

Integrations
Accommodates GPS trackers, 
sensors, barcodes & QR codes

Offline Mode
Download workflows and 
add data offline

Modular
Fully configurable to linear or 
multi-directional workflows

Smart Contracts
Seamless automation for 
prompt action

Invoicing
Automatic generation of 
payment invoices

Asset Profiles
Define asset attributes for 
granular tagging & categorization

DL Asset Track™
Supply Chain Management Platform
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Traceability

Transparency

Security

Automation

Auditability

Indestructible record of transactions throughout the supply chain ensuring 
integrity of information

Real-time information to relevant participants eliminates disputes and data silos 
allowing for faster response times

Permanent & immutable record of transactions provides a single source of 
data integrity

Smart Contracts help reduce paperwork, error rates and intermediaries 
through automation 

Transparent record of all digital interactions facilitates easy authentication and 
expedited audits

Why your Supply Chain Needs DL Asset Track™  

How it Works

The entire flow of assets can be viewed in real-time by all stakeholders

Participant 
accounts are set up 

& grouped;
permissions are 

specified

Assets are 
categorized and 
properties are 

defined 

A workflow is 
designed to track 
the journey of the 

assets

Transactions are 
logged and 
recorded on

DL Asset Track™

Once validated, 
data is stored in an 
immutable block  
and a record is 

created

At the end of the 
tracking cycle, an 
auditable record of 
all transactions is 

formed

DL Asset Track™ is configured to suit your business needs

About
DLT Labs is a global leader in distributed data management, delivering Blockchain products and solutions for enterprises 
while working in partnership with clients and distribution channels. With deep expertise in technical innovation and one of the 
world’s largest pools of highly skilled and experienced blockchain experts across the globe, DLT Labs’ products enable 
transformation and innovation of complex processes.
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